
Sinopse:

Reflexus

Game made of realtime samplings, experimental performance where time links the relationships 
between interactive audiovisuals, word and gesture interpretation. Delays, repeats, poliphony 
and other sound concepts applied to digital poetry.

Presentation:

The main idea behind Reflexus is the image and word deconstruction through immediate past 
acces, stored in a computer's memory in an audiovisual format. This temporal fragmentation 
enables the actor to strike up a conversation with himself, the superposition of multiple copies of 
what's happening in scene, or the sense inversion of the gesture and words that the actor 
pronounces, everything linked through the use of a broken watch leitmotiv.

This project begins, promoted by Eloi Maduell, in the scenic arts laboratory held at the IDN 
festival, 2007 in Barcelona, where the core of the software tool is presented as an installation 
format under the name of Playmodes. During 2008, as a collaboration with Santi Vilanova, 
Reflexus begins to take form. Finally, together with Jordi Teixidor, scenic and text concepts are 
applied to the scene, orienting the Playmodes project, in this very first stage, towards gesture 
and word.

During 2008, Reflexus and Playmodes will follow its development inside the dance field, and a 
open source realtime audiovisual manipulation software will be protoyped, giving creators and 
choreographers free acces to it.

Reflexus was presented by the first time at Barcelona's Casa Elizalde Cultural Centre, in the 
framework of Videoart Loop Festival in May 2008.



Technical stuff, interpreters and participants:

Eloi Maduell: Video
Jordi Teixidó: Action
Santi Vilanova: Sound

Co-productions, grants and supports:

Reflexus is a coproduction of:

Eloi Maduell
Nu2s, associació per la creació
Telenoika, open audiovisual creative community

with the support of:

Departament de Cultura de la Generalitat de Catalunya

Material

1 videoprojector minimum 3000 lumen
1 screen 4*3 minimum
1 Sound System (2000w) + monitors(200w)
1 wireless freehand microphone
1 black courtine 6*4
2 Pc's 4 processors*
2 videocameras*
Wiring

*brought by the artists

Mounting Plan

we will need at least 8 hours to setup the computers, the space, the cameras, the screen and 
make the pertinent tests (we will need the freehand wireless microphone, as well as the 
soundsystem for this purpose)
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Author's Biography:

Jordi Teixidó

He developes diferent activities related to audiovisual and spectacles. He has worked as an actor 
and collaborated in the direction of shows. He writes scripts for children tv shows. He is a 
cameraman, editor and video director for his own productions as well as for works related to the 
arts and culture.

Eloi Maduell (Barcelona 1975)
eloi@telenoika.net
http://www.eeewww.net/e/

Eloi Maduell Garcia is an audiovisual creative and developer based between Barcelona and 
Girona. For the last ten years, he has worked with live audiovisual improvisation in different 
formats. Founder and active member of the cultural collective Telenoika.NET, co-responsible of 
the new audiovisual technologies festival VideA from 2000 to 2002.From 1999 plays live video 
sessions or VJ under the alias of pa||se_vj which wonned the VJology in 2005, a VJ contest in 
the Netherlands. His works include short films, animations, multidisciplinary shows, audiovisual 
public space interventions and lastly, interactive programming. 

Santiago Vilanova (Vila-real 1980)
santi@telenoika.net

Santiago Vilanova is a musician and audiovisual creator that explores relationships between 
image and sound. Member of the electronic music and audiovisual experimentation band “La 
Maquina de Turing”, with whom he has presented works in festivals such as Sonar, LPM Roma, 
Vad, or Rec, he works deeply in audio-video sincronization making use of diverse techniques. 
Outside the framework of live music, he has participated in interactive installation projects 
(Immigration, Panoptik), interactive video-dance (essencia), robotics (Meme) or scenic shows 
(Cinema Sensible). He frequently collaborates with the “Telenoika open audiovisual community”.
Nowadays he combines his research work in interactive scenography with the teaching in the 
field of new media.

MEDIA:

A video demonstration of the Reflexus show can be found at:
http://www.vimeo.com/1661881
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